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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0197021A1] 1. Method for driving a tunnel by means of prefabricated concrete elements which are mutually fixed together by concreting
after being put in place, characterized in that it comprises the following phases : - frontal excavation of the cut, - placing and adjustment of reinforced
concrete sills (1) having a generally rectangular shape and possessing an upper bearing surface (2), a space being left between successive sills (1),
each sill (1) being arranged in a manner such as to be at the bottom of the vertical walls of the tunnel to be constructed, - connecting the successive
sills (1) by casting connecting sills (4), thus forming a continuous footing (5) along each edge of the tunnel, - placing on each continuous footing
(5) vertical reinforced concrete elements partially forming the lateral walls of the tunnel, a gap being left between successive vertical elements of
the same row, and each vertical element being arranged in alignment with a similar element on the other side of the tunnel to be constructed, -
positioning, in each of the gaps between successive vertical elements of each row, two vertical shuttering plates (12, 13) which are at a distance
apart and parallel to the axis of the tunnel, these two plates (12, 13) forming, with part of the outer surface of two successive vertical elements,
a shuttering for the casting of a reinforced concrete column (20), - introduction of a concrete reinforcement (15) into the said shuttering, - placing
of lintels (16) parallel to the axis of the tunnel close to the upper edge of the shuttering plate (13) situated on the interior side of the tunnel to be
constructed, in a manner such that the ends of each lintel (16) bear on two successive vertical elements, each lintel (16) being arranged in alignment
with a lintel (16) situated on the other side of the tunnel to be constructed, - casting-in-place of a concrete floor (21) between the two continuous
footings (5), - placing of upper cross-beams (17) in alignment with the shutterings between successive vertical elements, in a manner such that the
ends of each beam (17) bear on two lintels (16) arranged in alignment with one another, - casting of concrete in the shutterings between successive
vertical elements and fixing of each beam (17) to the reinforced concrete columns (20) thus formed and situated in alignment with one another, -
filling the space behind the lateral walls of the tunnel, - placing and fixing upper pre-slabs (18) of reinforced concrete on the beams (17), in a manner
such that the front edge of each pre-slab (18) bears on a beam (17) and its rear edge on the subsequent beam (17), relative to the direction of
advance of the working, - concreting of the upper slab (19) and blinding of the tunnel, and - backfilling and covering of the tunnel.
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